Glow-In-The-Dark Photoluminescent Putty for Rotational Molding


Hours of glow- No batteries, light bulbs or wiring is needed!



Light Stable Formulation



Designed for specific life safety applications



Can be applied to specific areas of the rotational molded part



Suitable for outdoor or indoor applications

Overview
Chroma’s has introduced a new light stable
Photoluminescent material. These pigments have brighter
and longer glow times than what was previously available.
Some of our products have been measure by an
independent lab to glow for over 29 hours!

Performance
Over 29 hours of glow has been measured in testing
performed by independent laboratories.

Use and Handling Requirements
From Day……..

………...To Night

Use latex gloves to avoid contaminating the
Photoluminescent Putty. The Putty is a safe and
easy-to-shape material. Kneading the material first in your
hand will aid in applying it to your mold surface easier and
result in a higher quality part. Manually shape required
quantity into desired form. Photoluminescent Putty can
also be roll-formed or die-cut to a specific thickness,
weights and shapes. Place the Photoluminescent Putty
into mold prior to adding powdered polyethylene resin.
Pack as tightly as possible to avoid air pocket formation in
the outer skin. Proceed using normal production cycle
times and temperatures. Remove part from mold.
Photoluminescent Putty will cure at a rate relative to its
thickness but faster than powdered resin because it is
solid.

Product Trials
Products in the Chroma Glow Putty line are currently
available in Blue or Green Glow in ten pound boxes.
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Storage and Shelf life
Store Photoluminescent Putty in a closed box in a climate-controlled area, free of contaminates, liquids, foreign
material, etc. When stored properly, Photoluminescent Putty has an unlimited shelf life.
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Products and Availability
Products are consider Standard product although may not necessarily be in inventory. Please allow 3 week lead times.
Green Glow MB-9164 GP
Blue Glow
MB-9165 GP

The Challenge
Challenge Chroma to demonstrate how our commitment to EXCELLENCE IN COLOR can make a meaningful
contribution to the success of your business.

Please contact Chroma’s Customer Support Department for additional information.
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